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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.
[Communicated from abroad by ~SLIE H . CQLB-ptN. of the City of. I!>lellil.
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Improvements relating to Glass Blowing

I

Ma('~ines.

We, THE AUTOMATIC GLASS BLowiNG PATENTS SYNDICATE LUqTED, of Charles·
Street, Ryders Green, West Bromwich, in the County of Stafford, do hereby ·'
declare the nature of this invention. and in what manner the same is to be · per~ .
•. formed, to be particularly described . and ascertained in and by the .following
5 statement:
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This invention relates to glass blowing machines and has special reference to
lhe blow-pipe which is formed with an internal air controlling device or valve
adapted to be actuated by a longitudinally and rotary movable coupling, wheIj.'·
the latter is brought into engagement with the blow-pipe to revolve it.
In order that' our said invention may be clearly understood and readily carried
into effect, we will proceed to describe the same with reference to the accom
panying drawings, in. which:
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic sectional elevation af a glass blowing machine.
embodying our invention.
Figures 2 and 3 ar.e enlarged vertical central sections through the upper part
of the blow pipe and coupling, showing the valve in different positions.
·
Figure 4 is a side elevation of the upper end of the blow-pipe shewn separately.
: .The ordinary glass blowing machine comprises a standard or support which
has suitable means for holding the blow-pipe a in proper relation to the moulds b.
and to a supply of air under pressure at the opposite end. As our invention
does not relate to the mould or to the opening and closing devices therefor,
or to the construction of the standard, or to the operating mechanism, we have
not thought it necessary to illustrate these in detail.
c is the upper bracket or arm which carries the tube d, at the lower end of
which is the coupling. The tube d and its coupling are actuated vertically by
any suitable mechanism, such for instance as a spring e, controlled by a cam f
driven from any suitable source of power, the said spring lowering the coupling
and the cam lifting it.
.
The coupling is revolved by any suitable means, so that it will ro~te the blow .
pipe at the required times when brought into engagem ent therewIth. In the
drawing we have shewn for this purpose a chain and sprocket wheel g, the
sprocket wheel having a suitable spline to permit of the yertical move,ment of
the tube d while revolving.
rrh~ coupling consists of a casing h and a spring urt'uat"cl tulH' i against which
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the end of the blow-pipe is adapted to press and make contact and a spring
controlled disc j having a polygonal opening with which a polygonal bearing k
on the blow pipe engages. 'rhese pa.rts are of known constructiorl, and form
(by themselves) no part of our present invention. The tube d is supplied with
air unlter pressure from any suitable s')urce, through a conduit W.
.
5
The blow~pipe has any appropriate supporting means such for instance as the
enlargement l, engaging in a bearing in the arm or arms?n. At a suitable
point in the length of the blow-pipe, preferably near the upper end thereof,.
is the air controlling device or valve. 'l'his valve we preferably form as shown
in Pigures 2, 3 and 4, that is to say it comprises a sleeve n having a chamber 10
or passage 0 within, which is adapted to connect the two cross ports p q. These
ports are separated by a partition or diaphragm T and communicate respectively
with the main passage s above and below the partition r. The valve is held
normally closed by means of a spring t, which bears at one end against a collar
or stop u on the pipe and at the other end against the sleeve n. We preferably 15
arrange a port 11 through the sleeve to connect with the lower cross port q when
the valve is in its closed position (that is, closed against the supply of air under
pressure to the article to be blown) so that atmospheric pressure will prevail
normally in the blow-pipe proper and in the article thereon.
'The parts being thus constructed, their operation is as follows: -The operator 20
supports the blow pipe in proper relation to the mould h, and to the air supply
and then by any suitable mechanism the cam f is turned to permit the sprin~ e
to lower the coupling ovpr the upper end of the blow-pipe, the parts first assummg
the position shown in Figure 2. In this position it is evident that the air pres
sure can freely enter the upper end of the blow-pipe but cannot enter the lower ~5
passage, because of the partition T. The coupling continues its downward move
ment after its engagement with the blow pipe is effected and such movement
will move the sleeve n with it, thereby connecting the air supply under pres
sure in the chamber 0, with the cross port q and thence supply the air' pressure
through the blow-pipe to the article to be blown.
30
The continued movement of the cam f- will, after the proper interval, lift the
coupling so as to close the air supply port and open the port 11 and admit .the
atmospheric pressure into the blow pipe, and will finally withdraw the coupling
from the blow-pipe so that it may be withdrawn from the machine with the
blown a r t . i c l e . 3 . 1
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of our said
invention a.nd in what manner the same is to be performed, as communicated
to us by our foreign correspondent, we declare that what we claim is:
1. A blow pipe having an air controlling device or valve which is adapted to
be actuated by a longitudinally movable and rotary coupling, when the latter
is brought into engagement with the blow pipe to rotate it, for the purpose
specified.
.
2. The combination with the blow-pipe of a movable sleeve having a passage
or chamber therein to co-operate with two transverse ports or ' passages in the
blow-pipe substantially as and for the purpose specified.
3. The blow-pipe and coupling provided with means for enabling these parts
to be rotatably connected without preventing longitudinal movement of the
coupling to open the air controlling device or valve, substantially as described.
4. '1' he combination with the blow pipe and its sleeve of a coupling having a
sliding inner tu?e ~dapted to J?ove inwardly aga~nst t~e resista~ ce of a spring
when .sald couplmg IS ~rought mto engagemen.t wl~h said blow pipe, and having
a sprmg controlled diSC also adapted to slIde lllwardly w~en the aforesaid
engagement takes place, said disc being so formed that it will trallsmit the rotary
movement of the coupling t o the blow pipe substantially as described.
5. A blow-pipe and rotary sliding coupling, having thair parts constructed
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and arranged t~ operate in conjunction with the other parts of the machine sub
stantially as described with reference to the accompanying drawings for the
purpose specified.
Dated this 18th day of September 1900.
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HASELTINE, LAKE & Co.,
45, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.,
Agents for the Applicants.
H.edhill: Print.d for
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Majesty's

StatioR~ry

Office, by N:alcoffison & Co.• Ltd .-1901.
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